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One Team Lyrics (parenthesis are extra thoughts) 

 

Hook: 

 

One Team: reconnect to the love unify within above 

Unseen: yes things ain't what they seem so we're grateful confident we love. (Twice) 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Democracy is Spirit truth naturally goodness Village Life sustainable Beyond the power grabs we Shine 

the Light 

A Zillion dollar message 

They push oppression wreckage no confession check it bless it G.O. we the many lessons 

 

Arguments without facts or evidence is static 

I/We Twenty Nineteen Tech a thought away we magic 

Encouraged with the proof truth love not the panic 

Greed (thinks its either) certainty or chaos while children reap tragic 

 

Love from Team One heal the socialized disconnect 

Yes we can with the hope little efforts then reflect 

Life is Spirit grateful how we reconcile the cause-effect 

Onward and upward Team Trading one respect 

 

Delusion tries to call discrimination religious freedom, While they 

Normalizing Lenin blaming humble people feedin' 

Children dealing day to day surviving sleeper disses leadin' 

Healing restoration try the trickle-up Not The Cheatin' 
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Hook: 

 

One Team: reconnect to the love unify within above 

Unseen: yes things ain't what they seem so we're grateful confident we love (twice) 

 

Outro: 

Peace Gratitude and Respect to G.O. reconcile like a "Nine 1 Millennial Eclipse" awakes teach peace to 

flesh beasts "lierassments" to find a soul           (spoken word snaps, claps and ahhhz) 

Peace to "Trickle Up" we'll give it a try, to irrigate the collective mind (remember that the Trickle Up 

seed is already planted as jobs are tech displaced, though scarcity flesh beasts in the 2020 election  will 

try to delude its peace temporarily...it will happen eventually out of necessity) 

Gratitude to Hava Nagila, Namaste, Allhamdulillah, 47 Spirit respect, on Earth as it is in Heaven (Gyeah!), 

One Eleven, let's practice Hope not cynicism. Peace 


